
NO, NOT REALLY! We surveyed Moms Meet 
Moms about their meat consumption habits. It 
showed that Moms Meet Moms are open-minded 
about joining the plant-based meat movement, yet 
slow to change their day-to-day consumption 
habits. They are eager to learn more about 
everything from plant-based protein to the 
environmental impact of meat.

CHICKEN

93%

BEEF

81%

PORK

53%

TURKEY

33%

WEEKLY
COOKED AT HOME

98%
of Moms Meet Moms and their 
families ate meat within the past week

73%
ate it daily

77%77%
PLAN TO COOK THE SAME AMOUNT 
OF MEAT NEXT YEAR

THEIR REASONS ARE SIMPLE

say their families like and eat it
78%

say it’s a good source of protein
72%

say they like the taste
72%

say it satisfies their hunger
58%

... BUT THEY DEMAND
HIGH QUALITY

PLANT-BASED
         MEAT ALTERNATIVES

bought a plant-based meat alternative 
in the past year59%
will likely purchase plant-based 
meat alternatives in the next year 
for their families 64%
will likely serve plant-based meat 
alternatives to their families once a 
month or more58%

48% Taste 29% Curiosity

25% 
Recommended by 

trusted person

24% Better for 
health than 

animal-based meat

27% Looked, 
smelled, cooked 

like meat

21% Better for 
environment than 

animal-based meat

33% Adventure

24% Learned 
about it through 

Moms Meet

WHY?

THIS SURVEY 
PIQUED 
MOMS’ 

INTEREST!

“Loved going through this survey, makes me want to 
Google and learn more about this topic.”
“I hadn't previously thought too much about it, but I 
prefer meat to plant-based meat alternatives”
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(AT LEAST)

Most Moms look for clean label claims such as “All Natural”, “No hormones”, “No 
antibiotics”, or “No preservatives”.

“I thought I had a pretty fair understanding of meatless 
alternatives, but after this survey, I see there are some 
very strong points I need to learn more about.”
“Interesting, seems there is a boom in the industry 
coming from plant-based meats. Is it better/worse than 
current products? Who knows. Maybe it's just another 
passing fad.”
“I see pros and cons to both sides of this issue but for me 
and my family I chose actual meat.”
“After taking this survey, I have noticed that my family 
and I consume a lot of meat derived from animals.”

For more information on how you can reach our engaged and influential mom 
audience, visit maymediagroup.com, or email us at advertise@momsmeet.com.

Source:
Moms Meet Meat: Opinions and Habits Survey, January 2020, N=2,324 Moms Meet Members
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